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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Classified Documents]

NATE BURLESON: A special counsel is appointed to look into the Biden Team’s handling of
classified materials. 

PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: People know I take classified documents and classified materials
seriously. 

(....)

7:07:52 a.m.
6 minutes and 10 seconds

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Biden Classified Docs Fallout. AG Garland Appointed a Special
Counsel to Probe Handling of Docs]

VLADIMIR DUTHIERS; Now to the discovery of those additional documents marked classified.
This time in President Biden’s Delaware home. It is more trouble for the President in a case that
could get worse in the days ahead. Attorney General Merrick Garland says a special counsel will
investigate the handling of those documents from the Obama administration. Adrianna Diaz
broke this original story. It has become the story of this short year, and she joins us now. Adriana,
good morning. 

ADRIANA DIAZ: Good morning, Vlad. The appointment of the special counsel comes as CBS
News has learned that multiple former aides to President Trump [sic] from his time as Vice
President have been interviewed. We are also learning more about the timeline. 

ATTORNEY GENERAL MERRICK GARLAND: The extraordinary circumstances here require
the appointment of a special counsel. 

DIAZ: Attorney General Merrick Garland has tapped Robert Hur, a veteran prosecutor who
served under former President Donald Trump to investigate the possible unauthorized removal
and retention of classified documents discovered at locations connected to President Biden. The
stunning announcement came just hours after the White House acknowledged that a small
number of classified documents had been found in the garage of President Biden’s Wilmington
residence and in a room next door. 

PETER DOOCY [TO BIDEN] So the material was in a locked garage? 

BIDEN: Yes, as well as my Corvette. But as I said earlier this week, people know I take



classified documents and classified materials seriously. 

DIAZ: The latest revelation follows the White House’s admission earlier this week after
questioning by CBS News that Mr. Biden’s lawyers had found roughly ten classified documents
on November 2 in this building about a mile from the White House, where Mr. Biden once had
an office. 

GARLAND: That office was not authorized for storage of classified documents. 

DIAZ: Less than two weeks later, the Justice Department started its preliminary review.
December 20 is when President Biden’s lawyers found the additional classified materials at his
Wilmington home. His lawyers also searched his Delaware vacation house and said no classified
records were found there. 

ALBERTO GONZALES: It’s just a question of getting information and getting ready to make
some very significant decisions about a sitting President. 

DIAZ: Alberto Gonzalez served as White House counsel and then attorney general in the George
W. Bush administration. He says the appointment of a special counsel is critical. 

GONZALES: It was simply the right thing to do, irrespective of criticism, not just of
Republicans but the American public. They need to have confidence that the investigation is
going to be independent and fair and thorough. 

HOUSE SPEAKER KEVIN MCCARTHY (R-CA): How do we find out a second location and
he’s shocked by it?

DIAZ: On Capitol Hill, House Speaker Kevin McCarthy questioned President Biden’s
transparency.

MCCARTHY: He knowingly knew this happened going into election, going into interviews.
This is what makes America not trust their government.

DIAZ: The White House says proper protocols were followed. Now, it’s worth noting that in just
the last two months, Attorney General Garland has appointed now two special counsels to
investigate the handling of sensitive materials by both the sitting President and the former
President, Donald Trump, who withheld documents despite repeated requests, Gayle.

KING: Adriana, thank you very much. During yesterday’s White House press briefing, Ed
O’Keefe asked spokeswoman Karine Jean-Pierre why the discovery of the documents at Mr.
Biden’s house was not revealed sooner.

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Biden Classified Docs Fallout; Political Impact of Classified Docs
Found in Biden Garage, Fmr. Office]



O’KEEFE: First set of documents were found in November at the Penn Biden Center here in
Washington, but why did it take until yesterday and until this morning, apparently, for whoever it
was to inform Robert Lausch that that final document was found? Was that because there were
press reports earlier this week?

KARINE JEAN-PIERRE: Again —

O’KEEFE: And the hope was that nobody would find out —

JEAN-PIERRE: — again —

O’KEEFE: — or was it because —

JEAN-PIERRE: — there is a process, an ongoing process that is occurring. We did this by the
book. And what I mean by that is, the moment that the lawyers discovered that the papers were
there or the documents were there, they reached out to the archives. They reached out to
Department of Justice.

KING: And Ed O’Keefe joins us now. We didn’t get to see that sound bite in its entirety, Ed, but
I certainly — I was watching from my kitchen, sitting at the table. There was definitely
frustration from the White House press corps, certainly frustration on the part of Karine Jean-
Pierre, and she kept repeating over and over about transparency. What did you make of her
responses?

O’KEEFE: There’s different kinds of transparency at work here, Gayle. There’s the legal
transparency that they say they are doing and — and — and, you know, working with the
Archives, working with the Justice Department and going by the book. Lawyer to lawyer,
investigator to subject. What they’re not being is publicly transparent or straight with the
American people about what happened here. There was nothing stopping the President of the
United States from disclosing to the public that this had happened back in November. But as we
pointed out, it happened just a few days before the election. Was that part of the reason why they
opted not to disclose this? That’s one of the unanswered questions. There was nothing stopping
him in December from disclosing it when the second batch was found at his Wilmington home.
Why didn’t he decide to disclose it then? It’s another unanswered question. And they have
decided for now here at the White House to be legally transparent with the Justice Department
but not be straight with the American people and answer all the questions in hopes that the legal
matter can be dealt with quickly and that they can move on.

KING: And the court of public opinion, Ed, as we know, can get very loud and doesn’t go away.
So, how do you see this playing out politically? I’m still so confused about how boxes marked
classified leave the White House at all. 

O’KEEFE: Right.

KING: How — how do you see this playing out?



O’KEEFE: Well, there’s the ongoing Justice Department investigation that will now be led by a
special prosecutor who had worked during the Trump administration, hired in part to assuage any
concerns that this is — that there’s political favoritism. But there are going to be investigations
held by Republicans who now run the House of Representatives. And various committees will be
asking questions. So, there will be a legal fight for the President and there will be a political mess
on Capitol Hill. And, in the meantime, unanswered questions that we will continue trying to get
answers to, regarding what did he know, when did he know it, and if not, who did?

KING: All right, Ed, thank you, cause right now, both sides are going like this, pointing at the
other guy and — so it continues. Thank you very much.

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Special Counsel Appointed]

BURLESON: A special counsel will investigate the handling of items marked classified found in
President Biden’s garage and former office. 

O’KEEFE: There will be a legal fight for the President and there will be a political mess on
Capitol Hill.


